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Dear All,
 
Welcome to the prospectus for the Hostile Environment Close Protection Operations
course from Nemesis Protection. We have launched this unrivaled training program to
prepare you for providing close protection in high threat environments.
 
The growing threat of terrorism, violent extremism and organized crimes have produced
an increased need for highly skilled private security contractors worldwide. Clients include
oil & gas companies, mining corporations, NGOs, and media, among others, who work in
crisis-hit, disaster-prone, and crime-affected areas and as such are vulnerable and
exposed to location-specific threats involving kidnapping, robbery, hijacking, to name a
few. However, operating in unstable regions requires a specialist skill set and employment
of special operational procedures.
 
In this regard, Nemesis Protection, as a versatile security company, completely
understands operational shortcomings, and we have created this thorough course as a
response. Training is designed for candidates who operate or intend to work in high-risk
zones. Some knowledge about close protection and private security is required to
participate in the course.
 
The course team looks forward to receiving your application to enroll.
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ABOUT US

BRIEF BACKGROUND
Nemesis Protection is a leading global provider of risk management, security,
training, crisis response, and operational support services for governments,
corporations, and private individuals worldwide.



Comprehensive Programs
Premium Training

Academy

Nemesis Protection is proven in providing tactical training for the
military, law enforcement agencies, civilians, and private
organizations. Our training programs are up-to-date to current
operational procedures and are tailored to your organization's
SOPs and Use of Force Policies.

TRAINING SOLUTIONS



ABOUT THE COURSE

IN BRIEF
This course is designed for personnel and organizations responsible for close
protection in hostile environments, enabling them to overcome operational
shortcomings and mitigate threats connected with planning and conducting
the protection of a wide range of Principals and assets in extreme-risk zones.
The course is a balanced mix of theory and practice with scenario-based
training, providing all-encompassing training on high threat close protection
operations, small-team tactics, tactical knife and hand-to-hand combat, tactical
medicine, anti-ambush driving, and counter-ambush techniques.



Why this course?
Boosting professional know-how

The course will increase your operational efficiency by
enhancing your tactical competency and emergency
response.

Reducing the risk

Acquired skills will enable proper mitigation of risks
associated with hostile environment operations, such as
threats of road ambushes, kidnapping, hijacking, and
terrorist attacks, and it will ultimately ensure the safety
of Principals and personnel involved in the operation. 

Getting versatile skills

The course provides competence that can be applied to
a wide range of protection operations by land, sea, and
air, such as maritime security, convoy protection, and
asset protection.



TEACHING STRATEGY

Hands-on Learning No-nonsense Strategy Holistic Approach

The syllabus is based on practical
learning, involving real-world situations
and a full mission profile. 

There are no time-wasting, and you will
rehearse a vast amount of tactics,
procedures, and techniques over
rigorous training days.

The course integrates theoretical,
technical, tactical, and practical know-
how.



Mission Planning | Threat Assessment | Risk Analysis;
High threat close protection foot and vehicle drills;
Vehicle and buildings embus and debus; 
Attack cycle and recognition | Immediate reaction to armed
attacks on foot and vehicle;
Reconnaissance | Threat intelligence;
Hostile environment preparedness | Survival in urban and rural
areas;
Contingency planning | Emergency response planning;
Anti-kidnapping measures | Anti-hijacking techniques;
IED/VBIED awareness | Cultural awareness;
Unconventional threats (terrorism, riots, insurgency, active
shooters, CBRN, diseases, and environmental threats);
Hostile surveillance detection | Anti-surveillance measures; 
Protective intelligence | Counter-surveillance;
Security equipment | Emergency communication;
Oilfields security;
The final exercise in real-world conditions.

SYLLABUS OVERVIEW
Module 1: High Threat Close Protection



M2: Tactical Weapons Handling
Handguns and rifles safety and handling;
Principles of marksmanship;
Tactical magazine reloading and tactical weapon transitions;
Shooting from various positions;
Weak-hand and one-hand shooting;
Limited visibility/night shooting;
Shooting under stress and duress;
Conventional and unconventional shooting;
Solo/pair shooting and small-team tactical movement;
Building close-quarters combat;
Force-on-force scenarios.



M3: Tactical Mobility
Transport management;
Vehicle search and route recce;
Checkpoint awareness;
Anti-ambush, evasive, and low-profile driving;
Off-road driving and navigation;
Attack recognition and common methods of attacks;
Immediate reaction to armed attacks | Vehicle engagement and
counter-ambush tactics;
Counter-explosive and counter-sniper ambushes;
Vehicle close-quarters combat drills from inside/outside of a
vehicle;
Shooting through glass barriers/door panels;
Utilizing a vehicle/engine block/tires as a barricade/cover;
Multiple targets engagement;
Night and limited-visibility conditions shooting;
Responding to armed attacks, and extracting/evacuating a
Principal;
Vehicle-down and man-down scenarios.



M4: Tactical Medicine
Concepts of Tactical Combat Casualty Care;
Conducting rapid casualty assessment;
Mass casualty trauma care;
Compression bandages and wound packing;
Dealing with airway and respiratory problems;
Assessing when to treat and when to fight;
Effectively stopping massive bleeding;
Properly using tourniquets (original & improvised);
Providing self-care;
Tropical medicine; 
High-risk scenarios (man-down, MEDEVAC).



M5: Tactical Knife and Hand-2-Hand Combat
Effects of fear;
Fighting in confined spaces (vehicles, buildings/rooms);
Fighting while injured/hands tied-up;
Fighting with more than one opponents;
Fighting in low visibility/dark spaces;
Stand-up techniques (punches, elbow, knee, leg, and head kicks);
Ground-and-pound techniques;
Submission wrestling and grappling (defense and attacks);
Disarming techniques (pistols, rifles, baton/bat); 
Throwing and takedown techniques (setups and counters);
Realistic scenarios and sparring;
Knife-to-knife fighting;
Pistols versus knives;
Knife countering and disarming techniques.



Learning Outcome
Upon completion of the course the participant will have
knowledge of and ability to:

Protect a Principal at a venue, event, during movement on foot, a vehicle in moderate-, high-, and extreme-risk
zones;
Conduct low profile tactical driving, vehicle escort drills, convoy procedures, contact drills, and vehicle
navigation;
Detect hostile surveillance and apply anti-surveillance measures in a high threat environment;
Collect and analyze intelligence on threats;
Plan, organize, and execute protection of the Principal and assets in high threat regions;
Demonstrate close protection foot drills and movement in hostile environments;
Handle firearms safely and tactically;
Use small-team and lone operator tactics;
Provide tactical emergency medical care;
Respond to attacks, ambushes, and emergencies, and evacuate/extract the Principal;
Recognize IED/VBIED threats and make a vehicle, site search;
Use hand-to-hand and tactical knife combat techniques;
Protect themselves and the Principal against non-traditional threats;
Carry out route and venue recce;
Employ counter-ambush tactics;
Clear buildings in a careful hurry mode.



Why us?

All our instructors
have first-hand
operational
experience in
delivering tactical
training
internationally,
military/police
background, and years
of experience in the
industry.

Experience

Our company has
adopted a practical
approach to training,
ensuring high-quality
outcomes.

Approach

Our teams are proven
in producing cost-
effective, long-lasting,
and client-oriented
solutions, paving the
way for long-term
cooperation.

Solutions

Our businesslike
mindset empowers
individuals and
organizations to
achieve maximum
operational efficiency.

Leadership



OPTIONS

Civilians

Private individuals can attend the course at our training
ground in Serbia. We also cooperate with many partners
worldwide. So, we can deliver the course internationally.
Contact us for more info.

Groups and organizations
Governments and corporations have several options for
the course. You can send your personnel to our training
ground, or we can send our mobile instructor team to your
place, or the course can be delivered at a third-party
location that best suits your needs.  Get in touch for more
info. 



Entry requirements
Hold prior military OR
police OR security
experience OR close
protection qualification;
Have a clean criminal
record;
Be 18 years old and over;
Have a driver's license;
Possess good physical
fitness (pass our Fitness
Readiness Test);  
Be medically and mentally
fit;
Good command of the
English language.

Booking
To book the course, you
should pay the non-
refundable deposit of €1000
to secure your place. This can
be done via various methods
including bank-to-bank
transfer, credit card, PayPal,
and cryptocurrency (Bitcoin) to
name a few. Please inform our
team about your preferred
means of payment, and they
will send you details and
invoices. 
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Equipment

Ak47, AR15, Glock 19, and
CZ99/999 (full-bore
shooting).
Medical kit, rubber
knives/pistols/rifles, real
blades, batons, boxing
gloves, cameras, GPS
navigation, SAT phones,
search mirror, binoculars,
and protective equipment.
SUVs and sedans.
Shooting range, kill house,
rural and urban
environments, gym, and
classroom.

You will practice with: 
 

Equipment

Running shoes, sports
clothes, casual clothing,
personal hygiene, a mouth
protector, a laptop, tactical
pants, and tactical
boots/shoes. 

Sunglasses, a flashlight,
boxing gloves, a digital
camera, a cell phone,
tactical vest, holster, and
knee pads.

You should bring: 
 

 
Also, you may bring: 
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Date & Location
Please visit our website at
www.nemesisprotection or
contact us at
trainingdept@nemesisprotecti
on.com to find out more
details about the next
available course dates and
place.

Pricing
The 21-day course costs
€3000. The price is all-
inclusive, covering
accommodation, food,
training facilities, learning
material, weapons, ammo,
certificates, and on-going
post-course support. If you
represent a company or
organization, please contact
us to make a discounted price
for a group.
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Certificates
Private Security Contractor
Certificate
Hostile Environment
Awareness Training
Certificate
Certificate in Protective
Driving 
Certificate in Tactical
Medicine
Certificate in Vehicle and
Buildings Close Quarters
Combat
Certificate in Tactical Knife
Combat
Certificate in Hand-to-hand
combat
Lifetime Access to our N-
Protect forum

Job opportunities
We can't guarantee job
placement after the course. It
is simple because it depends
on market demand, clients,
and your performance during
the course. All these things
are nearly impossible to know
before the course. Therefore,
for logical and ethical
reasons, we can't/don't want
to guarantee a job. However,
we are an operational
company that takes care of
graduates in the form of
providing ongoing post-course
support. When an opportunity
arises, we prefer employing
the right candidates from our
pool of graduates.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

www.nemesisprotection.com

trainingdept@nemesisprotection.com

Copyright and trademarks © Nemesis Protection, 2020.


